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We present a unified model for two reciprocal tasks: reverse dictionary and definition modelling. The model

achieves strong automatic and human evaluation results without relying on external human-annotated data.

The Unified Model

The model learns to encode definitions and words using a shared layer, and

then generates both forms via multi-tasking to accomplish reverse dictionary

and definition modelling separately. Such a trained system resembles a dual-

way neural dictionary.

Unification enabled 1) extra learning objectives like reconstruction and embed-

ding similarity; 2) shared encoder and decoder embeddings.
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Figure 1. The unified model architecture.

Definition Human Evaluation

Our model notably outperforms a Transformer baseline in both types of human

evaluation on definition generation:

1. reference-less: pick the preferred output based on the query word.

2. reference-based: pick the preferred output based on the reference.

reference-less reference-based

Transformer 25 (31%) 32 (40%)

unified 50 (63%) 42 (53%)

Table 1. Chances a model’s output is preferred by human evaluators.

Ablation Training Dynamics

We study training objective ablation with the unified model. 1-task refers to

using a single reverse dictionary or definition modelling objective; 3-task refers

to disabling reconstruction tasks; 5-task is using all objectives.

One highlight is that our model attains a superior
position without extra linguistic resources, other
than a word embedder which is always used in
previous research. Consequently, ours can be a
concluded as a more generic method for this task.

Definition modelling results are in Table 1b. On
the unseen test, our model with tied embeddings
achieves state-of-the-art BLEU and ROUGE-L. The
model without it has performance similar to the
baseline. Nonetheless, the single-digit BLEU hints
that the quality of the generation is overall poor.

5 Analysis and Discussions

5.1 Shared embeddings and the vocabulary

For definition modelling, a shared embedding and
output layer brings significant improvement to our
proposed approach, but in reverse dictionary, our
models arrive at desirable results without it. This is
reasonable as well-trained embedding and output
layers particularly benefit language generation. It
further indicates that our multi-task approach is
useful, whereby all embedding and output layers
share the same weights, in the Transformer sub-
models for the two tasks.

We have used an open vocabulary, which has
weaknesses like being oversized and vulnerable to
unknown tokens. Therefore, we add a model with
a 25k unigram SentencePiece vocabulary (Kudo
and Richardson, 2018) to definition modelling. All
other configurations remain the same as the best-
performing model. BLEU and ROUGE-L drop to
2.5 and 18.7, implying that an open vocabulary is
not an issue in our earlier experiments.

5.2 Human evaluation on definitions

For definition modelling, we notice that the low
BLEU may not be indicative. As a further investiga-
tion, we conduct both reference-less and reference-
based human evaluation, on the Transformer base-
line and the best-performing unified model. In a
reference-less evaluation, a human sees a source
word, and picks the preferred definition output,
whereas in a reference-based setting, a human sees
the reference definition instead. In each setting, test
instances are sampled, then the models’ outputs are
presented in a shuffled order to evaluators. Two
annotators, in total, evaluated 80 test instances for
each setting. We record the number of times each
model is favoured over the other in Table 2.

Regardless of the evaluation settings, the human
evaluators favour our model’s outputs over the base-

reference-less reference-based
Transformer 25 (31%) 32 (40%)
unified + share embed 50 (63%) 42 (53%)

Table 2: Chances a model’s output is preferred by human
evaluators. Columns do not add up to 80 (100%), because we
do not count cases where both models output the same.

line’s. Specifically in the reference-less evaluation,
which resembles a real-life application of definition
generation, our proposed model wins notably.

5.3 Ablation studies on the objectives

Our models are trained with five objectives from
five tasks: definition modelling and reverse dictio-
nary, two reconstruction tasks and a shared embed-
ding similarity task. We design an ablation study to
understand how multi-task learning contributes to
performance. We designate our unified model on
HILL’s reverse dictionary with shared embeddings
a “5-task” model. From there, we exclude word and
embedding reconstruction by disabling respective
losses to form a “3-task” model. Further, we build
a single-task model by removing definition mod-
elling and embedding similarity losses. We then
run similar experiments for definition modelling.
We plot the statistics during training in Figure 2:
embedding MSE against epochs for reverse dictio-
nary, and generation cross-entropy against epochs
for definition modelling. The curve plotting stops
when validation does not improve.
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Figure 2: Validation losses (y-axis) against epochs (x-axis).

As Figure 2a shows, the single-task HILL model
does not converge, probably because in reverse dic-
tionary the Transformer block is far away from the
output end, and only receives small gradients from
just one loss. The 3-task and 5-task models display
similar losses, but the 3-task loss curve is smoother.
In Figure 2b for definition modelling, the 3-task
model trains the fastest, but 1-task and 5-task mod-
els reach better convergence. The analysis implies
that training on two tasks is always beneficial, and
reconstruction is helpful but not crucial.

Figure 2. Training losses of the unified model with different objectives

Experiments and Results
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OneLook.com - - - 5.5 .33/.54/.76 332

bag-of-words 248 .03/.13/.39 424 22 .13/.41/.69 308

RNN 171 .03/.15/.42 404 17 .14/.40/.73 274

category inference 170 .05/.19/.43 420 16 .14/.41/.74 306

multi-sense 276 .03/.14/.37 426 1000 .01/.04/.18 404

super-sense 465 .02/.11/.31 454 115 .03/.15/.47 396

multi-channel 54 .09/.29/.58 358 2 .32/.64/.88 203

Transformer 79 .01/.14/.59 473 27 .05/.23/.87 332

our unified 18 .13/.39/.81 386 4 .22/.64/.97 183

+ share embed 20 .08/.36/.77 410 4 .23/.65/.97 183

(a) Reverse dictionary results on Hill et al.’s data with past results from Zhang et al.

unseen test

BLEU Rouge-L

RNN 1.7 15.8

xSense 2.0 15.9

Transformer 2.4 17.9

our unified 2.2 18.5

+ share embed 3.0 20.2

(b) Definition modelling results on Chang et al.’s data, with past

numbers from Chang & Chen’s replicate.

Table 2. Experimental results on reverse dictionary (left) and definition modelling (right).
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